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Folger MS V.a.292 
 
Fol. 138v 
 

In Tamworth Dr. Wagstaffe1 
saies euery other child is borne 
allmost with a hernia inquire 
further into this matter: 

 
whether the red sand which is vsualy 
excernd in persons with their vrine 
which is generaly supposd to proceed 
from the stone bee any thing but the 
fixt salt calcined by the heat of the 
bodie see Dr. willis of vrines:2 
 

There was euen in Rome itt 
self in Cyprians time a number 
of the Clergie who acted with the 
Bishop as wel as elswhere 
whence probably grew the con= 
claue of Cardinals: 
 

and from the same Original here in 
England, first Monks afterwards Deans 
and Chapters were joined with Bish= 
ops to assist both in Ordination and 
Iurisdiction: 
 

Dr. Dolbine does most blustringly 
assert that the world is made for 
the bold; hee might more pro= 
perly haue said for the Impu= 
dent that is such as himself:3 

 
Shakespear had but 2 daughters one 

                                                
1 Perhaps Thomas Wagstaffe (1645-1712).  
 
2 Thomas Willis (1621-1675) published De urinis as an appendix to his Diatribae duae medico-philosophicae in 1659. 
 
3 Perhaps John Dolben (1625-1686), who became Dean of Westminster in late 1662. 
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whereof M. Hall the physitian married 
and by her had one daughter, to wit the 
Lady Bernard of Abbingdon.4 
 
139r 
 
Raphelingius5 I haue heard married 
plantines6 daughter and thereof 
hee took up the presse when hee 
Died: 
 

Mr. Trap told mee that hee 
was once with Mr. pemble 
going ouer to see Erpenius7 
in the Low-Countries: hee 
was diuerted and came to 
Stratford to teach school 
but Mr. pemble went: 

 
One Many of Christ-Church 
one day studying in the Librarie 
was reading Suarez8 and when 
hee had read a good while was 
heard to say (by one that sate in 
the next seatt. wel Suarez I haue 
read 3 Leaus but doe not vnder 
stand 3 Lines, whereof if ever I 
read word in ther again I will 
giue thee 3 of my teeth: 
 

Robert Steephens9 his Bible 

                                                
4 Lady Elizabeth Barnard (1608-1670), née Elizabeth Hall, was first married to Thomas Nash (1593-1647) and then to 
John Barnard (1604-1674). She was the granddaughter and last surviving descendant of William Shakespeare (1564-
1616).  
 
5 Frans van Ravelingen (1539-1597). 
 
6 Christophe Plantin (1520-1589). 
 
7 Thomas van Erpe (1584-1624). 
 
8 Perhaps Francisco Suárez (1548-1617). 
 
9 Robert Estienne (1503-1559). 
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as Mr. Trappe says is much 
better than plantine Remem 
ber yt. I buy it, and inquire 
distinctly into all those famous 
printers at Basil, Germanie 
Low-Countries: 

 
There is no pure hebrew but in the 
Bible: the Rabbine-Talmudrian 
hath suche words as are not in the bible 
 
139v 
 
Mr. Leigh liud with Mr. Wheatly10 
in Banburie some time, there hee 
wrote his Critica Sacra.11 hee liued 
in the great house neer the gate: 
 

Hee observs of Mr. Wheatly 
hee was neuer heard to vse 
greek or Latine in his Sermons 
or hebrew except.the Lam.5.16  

Oi na lanu chi chattanu:12 
One says of Homer that hee was παν  
σοφος, και παντα ανθρωπια επι= 
σαµενος:13 
 

Abulensis14 saies that Solomon 
had wisdome giuen him by 

                                                                                                                                                       
 
10 William Whateley (1583-1639). 
 
11 Edward Leigh (1603-1671) published his Critica sacra in two separate volumes: the first, on New Testament Greek, was 
published in 1639; the second, on Old Testament Hebrew, in 1642. 
 
12 Ward’s transliteration of the latter half of Lamentations 5:16 in Hebrew. 
 
13 “All-wise, and knowledgeable of all human affairs.” The immediate source for this phrase may be the biblical 
commentaries of John Trapp (1601-1669); it appears in his comments on 2 Samuel 14:20, Job 28:13, Ezekiel 28:3, and 
Proverbs 1:1. Trapp gives the phrase, more accurately, as: �������� ��� ����� ��������� 
�����������. The original source for the idea is Xenophon, Symposium 4.6. 
 
14 Alonso Tostado (1400-1455). 
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god aboue Adam in innocencie 
which sure is uery hardly true: 

 
Elymas the Sorcerer had praesump= 
tuously assumed the name of Bar- 
Iesus the sonne of Iesus:15 
 

Pareus16 hath reckoned up 
pauls travails to bee aboue 
700 German miles: 

 
Remember to read Bucalinus & 
Caluisius and Petauius and some 
other Chronologers who write 
both historie and Chronologie:17 
 

Judas Repented and hangd 
himselfe said a certaine fis= 
sick parson to his parishi= 
oners, but you will bee 
hangd ere you will repent: 

 
Only let our fire of zeal for god 
burne cleerly without the smoke of 
?? ends and private reading: 
 
140r 
 
In the 56.ch. of Ieremiah. from 
the 1st. to the 7th v. there is the right 
keeping of the Sabbath and the bless= 
ing vppon itt: yt. is a ioufulnes of 
heart in duties arising from gods 
Acceptance: 
 

                                                
15 The story appears in Acts 13. 
 
16 David Pareus (1548-1622) was a German Calvinist theologian who published commentaries on a number of St. Paul’s 
epistles. According to Ward, he estimates the length of Paul’s travels to be 3200 miles. 
 
17 Gabriel Bucelin (1599-1681), Sethus Calvius (1556-1615), and Denis Pétau (1583-1652). 
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The Divel is calld Beel= 
zebub the god of flies in 
regard his temptations are 
still bussing about our ears 

 
Olibanum18 is an excellent thing 
for the head roasted in an apple 
one Dr. Ballard uses itt much: 
remember to use it: 
 

Linacer I have heard hath 
translated some peices 
of Galen:19 Mr. Trapp told 
mee hee hath them: 

 
I have heard that Mr. Shakespeare 
was a natural wit without any 
art at all. hee frequented the 
plays all his younger time, but 
in his elder days liud at Strat 
ford: and supplied the stage with 
2 plays every year and for that 
had an allowance so large that 
hee spent att the Rate of a 1000 l 
a yeer as I haue heard: 
 

Remember to peruse Shake- 
spears plays and bee versd 
in them that I may not bee ig= 
norant in that matter: 

 
140v 
 
The Jews fable that Og King of 
Bashan escaped in the flood by 
riding astride on the outside of the 
Ark:20 

                                                
18 Frankincense. 
 
19 Thomas Linacre (1460-1524) published translations of several of Galen’s medical works between 1517 and 1524. 
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The Learned make but 3 
Religions in the world. pa= 
ganisme, Iudaisme and Christi= 
anitie, and now they adde 
a fourth which is a compound 
though an absurd one of 
all the former which is Turcisme: 

 
I haue heard say that the dutch notes 
vppon the Bible are much better than 
ours in the Translation. and like 
wise that not one of the Authors of 
that Book liud 3 years after itt such 
pains they took about it:21 
 

Inquire further concerning 
Sr. Anthonie Vermudens 
actings about the fenne22 and 
look further in Captaine 
Swannes mapp: 

 
Scanderoon23 lies lies att the top of 
the streights, they bring their com= 
odities on the backs of Camels out 
of persia to Aleppo, and so to Scan 
deroon: as Captaine Swanne told me=: 
 

I heard that Dr. Reeues Dean 
of Windsor made the Schemes 
or analysis before Deodate 
his Notes: inquire whether 

                                                                                                                                                       
20 Although Og appears in the Bible (see Deuteronomy 3, Numbers 21, and Psalms 135 and 136), Ward seems to be 
referring here to the midrash found in Pirke De-Rabbi Eliezer. The story of Og riding on the outside of the ark also 
appears in Rabelais’s Pantagruel, where Og is called Hurtaly.  
 
21 The first authorized Dutch translation of the Bible (the Statenvertaling) was published in 1637; the Dutch annotations 
were translated into English by Theodore Haak in 1657. 
 
22 Ward may refer to Sir Cornelius Vermuyden, a Dutch engineer who constructed a drainage system in the fens in the 
mid-seventeenth century. 
 
23 The modern city of �skenderun, Turkey. 
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they were any way related each 
to other:24 

 
141r 
 
Dr. Harris25 preacht at Stratford 
I haue heard 2 yeer I haue heard 
others say 4 yeers inquire punctu 
aly about it of old Mr. Trap: 
 

This land some yeers past 
hath been boyling hot with 
questions concerning right 
of dominion and obedience 
due from Subjects: 

 
Some very desirous to contradict 
others haue contradicted themselus: 
 

Dr. Wagstaffe26 when hee shaues 
the head makes a plaister of 
emplastrum de Betanicam and Ce= 
phalicum27 with some Bal= 
somes to apply to the sutures 
as I was informed, itt is some 
what proper: 

 
I am clear that the place: 1 Corinth 
11.1028: is either a mistake in the 
Copie or else it must bee thus vn 
derstood. because the Angels couer 

                                                
24 Bruno Ryves (1596-1677) was appointed Dean of Windsor in 1660. The third edition of the English translation of 
Giovanni Diodati’s biblical commentary, Pious and learned annotations upon the Holy Bible, was published in 1651; the fourth 
edition would be released in 1666. 
 
25 Robert Harris (1580/81–1658) was the rector of Hanwell, Oxfordshire from about 1610-1645 but gave fortnightly 
sermons at Stratford during this time as well. 
 
26 See 1 above.   
 
27 Oleum cephalicum is sulphuric acid.  
 
28 1 Corinthians 11:10: “For this cause ought the woman to have power on her head because of the angels” (KJV). 
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their faces in the presence of god: 
as the Scripture speaks:/ and that is 
a 2d Argument why shee ought 
to bee couered not only because 
subject to man. but for that allso: 
 

♃. sal. absynthii 
Cort. Winterani 
alum. Rup. ad. fiat 
pulvis febrifugus:/29 

 
141v 
 

Dr. Willis30 us'd with histerical 
women this method. 1st vomi- 
ted then next gaue the pills: 
and cured seueral: 

 
Remember what it is that. Dr. Wag: 
staffe makes use of to cure p- 
sons of the epilepsie, ask Dick 
Court againe: 
 

Remember diuerbium and 
stroma and the Latine for 
a tripe: 

 
God may bee said to bee Actor 
in malo but not actor mali: 
 

Dr. Willis us'd the uery same 
method with Mrs. Rawlins 
which hee used with Mr. Iramss 
as I was told by Mr. Court, 
there is very litle difference 
in his practice for the scor= 

                                                
29 The symbol ♃ (a precursor to the modern ℞) indicates that this is a medical prescription. The recipe for a pulvis 
febrifugus (fever-reducing powder) includes sal absynthnii (salt of wormwood), cortex Winterani (Winter’s bark), and alumen 
rupeum (rock alum). 
 
30 See 2 above. 
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bute.31 I hear somewhat of 
that is in Mynsicht:32 

 
I haue heard that Impropriation 
may bee bought for fourteen or 
at most sixteen yeers purchase: 
 

writs out of the Kings Bench 
are sealed with green waxe 
all Latitats come out thence 

 
If a man has taken vppon the first 
writt hee may bee permitted to goe 
abroad, but not on a 2do writt or 
execution: 
 
142r 
 

Dr. Harris33 preachd here about 
2 yeer euery other week 
hee had 20 or 30. li per annum. 

 
Mr. Wheatly34 allso preach'd a 
monthly Lecture att Shipston 
both put downe together before 
the warre: 
 

Holy, holy, holy, itt is in 
in some Copies 9 times 
whence they gather res 
ponses and Antiphones 
Mr. Trap hath a Testament 
wherein itt is 9 times: 

                                                
31  Scorbute or Scorbutus is also referred to as “Scuruie, and Scurby, and vpon the seas the Skyrby” (250). For more on 
the treatment of scurvy, see The Herball, or general historie of plantes (1633) by John Gerard.  
 
32  Adrian Von Mynsicht (ca. 1603-1638), a German alchemist, wrote Thesaurus et armamentarium medico-chymicum in Latin, 
which was published in 1631 and later translated into English by John Partridge. His medical work contains several 
recipes for the treatment of scurvy.   
 
33 See 25 above. 
 
34 See 10 above. Shipston-on-Stour is about 10 miles south of Stratford. 
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Stratford no auncient Towne 
built but in Edward the 3ds time: 
 

Alsted is a Citie in neer Thur- 
ingia in Saxonie: 

 
The Luder-traind disciples 
of that faction" 
 

Alexander Rosse35 styles the 
anabaptists importunate 
disturbers and Turn- 
pikes of Religion: 

 
Some sort of men indeauour to est 
ablish their religion by miracles 
others by visions and prophesies but 
but generaly itt is done by a shew of 
sanctitie, with a concourse of 
 
142v 
 
threats and promises both present 
& future to the violators of that law: 
 

The Gospel and Volume of 
our Christianitie was not for= 
cibly thrust vppon vs, but gently 
put into our hands vppon our 
owne good liking, by perswation 
of miracles and words of peace: 

 
The Schoolmen for 5. or 600 
yeers haue explicated and defen 
ded the principles of their Religion 
each in the way of Aristotle, by which 
itt had been opposed 1000 yeers by 
the pagan. 
 

                                                
35 Alexander Ross (1591-1654) was a chaplain, Biblical scholar, and scholastic philosopher. 
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Pythagoras, Empedocles 
Anaxagoras, Democritus, 
Epicurus were all before 
Aristotle: 

 
According to Democritus and Epi= 
curus all things beganne in time 
by a fortuitous Concourse of Atoms 
which in all Eternitie filld the Immensitie 
of space: and as these made the world 
so by their incessant mobilitie doe 
they work continualy insensible al 
terations, till after long time they 
flie all asunder againe, and make 
casualy another worlde; either here 
againe or in some part of the immense 
space, haply of another mode and 
fashion to this: 
 

sack and Mithridate36 giuen 
to children in Convulsions 
frequently: 

 
143r 
 
Convulsiue motions begine in 
the stomachs of Children often 
times: 
 

An Issue made in 
Children att 8 weeks 
as I suppose they 
are lesse troublesome 
than Blisters: 

 
God requites men in their kinde 
Isaiah .33.1:37 reduced to psalme 

                                                
36 “Any of various medicinal preparations, usually in the form of an electuary compounded of many ingredients, believed 
to be a universal antidote to poison” (OED). 
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9.16.38 concerning Oliuer:39 
 

says Van-Cane40 there is a great 
Master of Reason now in the world 
out of whose principles all 
vice and Capital sinnes may 
bee justified: as there was 
another not long agoe whose 
reason disabled good works as 
much as this mans inables ill 
ones: 

 
All humane Reason is so inter= 
mixt with phansie allmost in e= 
uery thing that a man canne hardly 
say which is which: 
 

whether King Solomon may not 
bee thought to haue the stone by 
what is written of him.41 in the .1. 
Kings 10. 14. 21: as if there were 
such a thing why God should not 
reueal it to Solomon to whome 
hee promised all the riches that 
might bee desired: consider fur 
ther on this question: 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
37 Isaiah 33:1: “Woe to thee that spoilest, and thou wast not spoiled; and dealest treacherously, and they dealt not 
treacherously with thee! when thou shalt cease to spoil, thou shalt be spoiled; and when thou shalt make an end to deal 
treacherously, they shall deal treacherously with thee” (KJV). 
 
38 Psalm 9:16: “The LORD is known by the judgment which he executeth: the wicked is snared in the work of his own 
hands. Higgaion. Selah” (KJV). 
 
39 Likely Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658). 
 
40 Vincent Canes (1608-1672) was raised as a reformed Protestant but later embraced Catholicism. He authored The 
Reclaimed Papist: or a Dialogue, between a Popish Knight, a Protestant Lady, a Parson and hiw Wife (1655) and Fiat Lux: or a General 
conduct to a right understanding and charity in the great Combustions and Broils about Religion here in England (1662), among others.   
 
41  “[T]he stone” probably references occultist theories concerning the Philosopher’s stone, famed to possess healing 
properties and the ability to turn base metals into gold or silver. In the mid-seventeenth century, German alchemists, 
such as Johann Joachim Becher, claimed that Solomon possessed the Philosopher’s Stone from the Queen of Sheba. 
Ward indicates 1 Kings 10, the Queen of Sheba’s visit to Solomon, as evidence in support of Solomon’s possession of 
the stone.  
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143v 
 
Van - Cane says that. protestants doe no 
thing but pelt one another with texts 
of Scripture:42 
 

One Solomon a pretended physition 
 ‹^bid› pute the juice of Celondine43 into a boys 
eye and it made him Swel grei= 
vously. allso hee cut others to take 
vp the ueine: 

 
says Van - Cane, I haue neuer seene 
any thing that for the style and Context it 
doth more neerly resemble Mahomets 
Alcoran, than a Quakers book:44 
 

That place Ecclesiastes the 2th 
5. the dead know not any thing45 
proues that their is no knowledg 
of our affairs by Saints departed. 
why might wee not pray to them 
as wel as pray to men here to 
pray for vs. Mr. white the midle 
state man answers. no. need 
haue gods commaund for the one 
but not for the other46: 

 
                                                
42 In Fiat Lux, Canes decries the manipulation of sacred texts in virulent religious debates, which prevents Christian 
benevolence such as charity. He states that this misuse of scripture arises from ignorance of “our reasonings or the 
dangerous consequence of our wayes” (Canes 197). 
 
43 Celandine refers to two plants with yellow flowers that had been previously thought to remedy poor eyesight. The 
medicinal properties of celandine were also used to relieve and cure cankers of the mouth, bone, and sinews.  
 
44 In Fiat Lux, Canes describes both the Quran and the Quaker’s book to have the appearance of spiritual honesty and 
plausibility. While they are filled with “undeniable truths” and lines of good judgment, they also contain “dreaming 
conceits,” “endless tautologies, and no connexion” that reveals, in his estimation, the lack of a unified supreme scope 
(Canes 156).   
 
45 Ecclesiastes 9:5: “For the living know that they shall die: but the dead know not any thing, neither have they any more 
a reward; for the memory of them is forgotten” (KJV).  
 
46Ward probaby references James 5:16: “Therefore, confess your faults to one another, and pray for another, that ye may 
be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much” (KJV). 
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Dr. Gauden47 Bishop of Exeter and 
lastly of Worcester died of a stoppage 
of vrine which was supposed to bee the 
stone which was by a probe often 
before opened, but after being ope= 
ned no stone appeared but only 2 
peices of flesh growing one against 
another in the neck of the bladder 
that the vrine could not passe:/ 
 

this was strange yet true: 
 
144r 
 
whether when a Bond is assignd 
to any one hee that assigned itt ouer 
??3d may notwithstanding discharge him that was 
bound and where hee is to haue his re= 
medie to whom the Bond is not assignd 
and what is the manner of assigning 
Bonds: 
 

To eat a pippin48 or 2 atte 
night, I take to bee a good 
way to cause a stool next 
Morning: 

 
says Mr ffuller49 I am Confident an in= 
stance canne hardly bee producd of a 
sirname made christian in England saue 
since the Reformation before which time 
the preists were scrupulous to admitt any 
att font, except they were baptizd with 
the name of a scripture or Legen= 

                                                
47 John Gauden (1599/1600 - 1662). Dr. Gauden dies of a tumor whose symptoms were mistaken for those of bladder 
stones.  
 
48 “A seed or pip of any various fleshy fruits,” more likely of the fibrous variety i.e. apple, which was commonly referred 
to as “pip.” 
 
49 Thomas Fuller (1608-1661) was an English churchman and historian who authored Church-History of Britain (1655) and 
The Worthies of England (1662).  
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darie Saint but since itt hath been comm 
on: and although the Lord Coke was plea 
sed to say hee had noted many of them 
proue vnfortunate. yet the good suc= 
ces in others confutes the general truth 
of the observation: 
 

Though Sermons giue most 
sail to the soul, yet Catechizing 
giues most ballast: 
 

The Vmptons50 auncient Gentlemen 
in Berkshire, bee buried in ffaringdon 
Church, they are of kinne to George 
purefoy, hee hath lately adorned their 
Tombs:51 
 

Barkshire so called from 
a bark-bared Oak as 
Mr. ffuller. in his Engl 
ands worthies affirms: 

 
144v 
 
Dr. Sclater used to call the stone fla 
gellum studiosorum:52 
 

In Cambridg there wer 4 Colledges 
and 2 halls founded by women, 
as Mr. ffuller affirms which may 
argue the Universitie more 
feminine. oxford more virile: 

 
It is said of some Tradesmen that if 

                                                
50 The Umpton, or Unton, family of Faringdon House in Berkshire ended with the death of Elizabethan diplomat Sir 
Henry Unton in 1596 without children. 
 
51 George Purefoy (d. 1661), the son of George Purefoy (d. 1628) and Mary Purefoy, née Knightley, (1586-1617). Mary 
was the daughter of Valentine Knightley (1556-1618) and Anne Unton (1556-1596), the sister of Henry Unton.  
 
52 William Sclater (ca. 1575-1627), a Church of England clergyman. Fuller writes of Sclater in his History of the Worthies of 
England that “constancy of studying contracted the stone upon him, which he used to call flagellum studiosorum” (171).   
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euer paid they are ouer paid: 
 

There is a woman buried att 
Dunstable, who (as appears by 
her Epitaph in the Church had 
19. children att 5 Births, 
viz. 3 att 3 seueral times, & 
5 twice:53 

 
Buckingham-shire so called from the word 
Buccen which in the Saxon tongue sig= 
nifies Beeches: 
 

wee read in Scripture but of 
one posthume miracle, viz. The 
graue-fellow of Elisha raised 
with the touch of his bones, whilst 
most popish miracles are recor= 
ded to bee done when the Saints are 
dead, cheifly as is conceiud to 
mold mens minds to an adoration 
of them:54 
 

filius non Torquetur in Caput parentis 
is a Rule in the Ciuil law.55 the sonne shal 
not bee put to rack to accuse his father 
in such cases where his life is concerned: 
says Tom ffuller of the Irish their 'Os and 
Macks did so Rant and Tyrant itt: 
 
144ar 
 
Mr. Gregorie Chaplaine of Christ 
Chruch borne in Ammersham in Buck 
ingham-shire. died at Kidlington: 
                                                
53 This note also comes from Fuller’s History of the Worthies of England. Fuller uses this epitaph of the woman buried in 
Dunstable to counter the claim that “more twins were born in the first age of the world, than now-a-days” (Fuller 174). 
 
54 The episode appears in 2 Kings 13:21. 
 
55 This is again drawn from Fuller’s History of the Worthies of England, in reference to the martyrdom of John Scrivener in 
Amersham, Buckinhamshire. 
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hee put out Notes on Dr. Rydly of 
the Civil-law: his frend Mr. Gurgeny 
put out his posthumous works:56 
 

One Dr. Incent founded the school 
at Birkhamstead:57 

 
Thom. ffuller saies some displeased 
Courtier did Dr. Collins the Curtesie to 
praeferre him downwards that is in 
hait of profit. from the provost of 
Kings in Cambridg to Bishoprick 
of Bristol:58 
 
The Lady Temple, wife to Sir Thomas 
Temple of stow Baronet had 4 sonns 
and 9 daughters which liued to bee married 
and shee saw 700 extracted from her body 
and a generation of marriagable fe= 
males just att her death: shee died. 165659 

 
There are 12. Burgesses 
in Buckingham-shire. ffvller.p.142 

 
The Isle of Eyly60 so called from the a= 
bundance of Eels there: ffuller. 143 
 

what Charta Emporetica bibula.61 

                                                
56 John Gregory (1607-1646) was chaplain of Christ Church and an accomplished scholar of Arabic, deemed one of the 
most talented Hebraist at Oxford. Due to his expertise and knowledge of oriental languages, Gregory was often sought 
after by scholars seeking guidance. He published his first book, an edition of Thomas Ridley's View of the Civile and 
Ecclesiasticall Law, in 1634. His friend and editor John Gurgany published the first of his posthumous works in 1649. 
Anthony Wood hails Gregory to be “the miracle of his age for critical and curious learning” (Tyacke 470).  
 
57 Dean of St. Paul’s John Incent (1480-1545) helped secure funding for the Berkhamsted School in Hertfordshire in 
1541. 
 
58 Samuel Collins, Provost of King’s College and Regius Professor of Divinity at Cambridge. Although the see of Bristol 
was offered to Collins, he did not accept it.  
 
59 Hester Sandys, wife of Thomas Temple, first baronet of Stowe. 
 
60 This region surrounds the city of Ely in Cambridgeshire, England.  
 
61 Charta Emporetica refers to cap-paper or brown paper.  
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and how paper is made in general: 
 
Oxford is a Uniuersitie in a Towne, but 
Cambridg a Uniuersitie 
in a Towne: intimating that their col 
ledges are generaly situate att the out 
side of the Towne where they injoy 
uery excellent air. ffuller. p. 149: 
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A Semi-Diplomatic Transcription of Selections from the John Ward Diaries, vol. 9 
 
Introduction 
 

What follows are excerpts from the diary of John Ward, vicar of Stratford-upon-Avon from 
1662 to 1681. A Royalist and graduate of Oxford, Ward assumed his position shortly after the 
Restoration and the removal of the preceding Cromwellian vicar Alexander Bean. Before assuming 
clerical duties, Ward practiced as a medical physician and took in learning continental languages and 
frequently referenced Dutch biblical translations and religious literature.62  
 The diary was first held at the Library of the Medical Society of London, at which time 
Charles Severn first transcribed the manuscript in the mid-nineteenth century, and is now held at the 
Folger Shakespeare Library. The selections featured here offer examples of the wide variety of 
subject matter that Ward chose to address in his writings. The scope of topics is diverse: home 
remedies for common diseases, medical advice, ancient philosophy and ecclesiastical politics, biblical 
references, commentary on contemporary religious developments, and reflections about the life of 
William Shakespeare, among other topics.  
 
 
Physical Description 
 
 Folger MS V.a.292 is volume 9 of the 17 original notebooks composed by Rev. John Ward 
between 1648 and 1679, known as “Ward’s Diary.” 16 of the original 17 are found at the Folger 
Shakespeare Library MSS V.a.284-299. This specific volume was composed between February 1662 
and April 1663, based on a note on leaf 179v. The volume is 179 leaves and is 147 x 90mm. In his 
article on Ward’s diary, Robert G. Frank notes that “they were originally whole-bound in 

                                                
62 Diary of the Rev. John Ward, A.M., Vicar of Stratford upon-Avon, ed. Charles Severn (London: Henry Colburn, 1839), 9-16.  
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seventeenth century calf. Notes on the inside front and back covers indicate that Ward used them in 
these bindings.”63 The initials “I.W.” are stamped in gold on the cover. For more information on the 
volume, see the Hamnet record at http://hamnet.folger.edu/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=335077.  
 
Provenance 
 Following John Ward’s death in 1681, his diaries first appear in the possession of Dr. James 
Sims, who was president of the Medical Society of London from 1786 to 1808.64 Sims gave his 
library to the Medical Society in 1802, and the diaries were held at the Society’s library until April 
4th, 1928, when they were sold at a Sotheby’s auction to Dr. J.A.S.N. Rosebach for £10,000.65 Henry 
Clay Folger purchased the diaries from Rosenbach, and they have been in the collection of the 
Folger Library since its founding in 1932.66 
 
Description of Hand and Scribal Habits 

V.a.292 appears to have been composed entirely by the hand of John Ward. This is apparent 
due to the persistence of certain idiosyncratic scribal practices throughout the document. The folios 
transcribed in this project were all written between 1661-1663, and exhibit negligible variation in 
style. The handwriting itself is a mixed cursive hand, exhibiting personalized forms of secretary and 
italic hands, but with significant divergences that make the hand difficult to decipher at times. In 
general, Ward's hand is less rounded than typical 16-17th century secretary hands but not as vertical 
as italic hand. Some letters are reduced to minims or expressed as bumps in connectors, leading one 
to think that most entries were composed quickly and that the work was for personal reference. 
  
Notable features of the hand 
  
Secretary forms: 
  

 
                                                
63 Robert G. Frank, Jr., “The John Ward Diaries: Mirror of Seventeenth Century Science and Medicine” in Journal of the 
History of Medicine and Allied Sciences (1974) 29:2, p. 174. 
 
64 Charles Isaac Elton and Andrew Lang, William Shakespeare: His Family and Friends (): 298. D’A. Power, “James Sims, 
1741-1820,” rev. Kaye Bagshaw, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford University Press, 2004), 
http://www.oxforddnb.com.huntington.idm.oclc.org/view/article/25598 (accessed 29 July 2016). 
 
65 Power, “James Sims”; “Notebooks of John Ward,” Folger Library Online Catalog, http://hamnet.folger.edu/cgi-
bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=243763 (accessed 29 July 2016); Elton and Lang, 298; Robert G. Frank, “The John Ward 
Diaries: Mirror of Seventeenth Century Science and Medicine,” Journal of the History and Allied Sciences 29 (1974) 147-179: 
174. Note that there is disagreement on a number of points. The library catalogue of the Medical Society of London 
incorrectly states that the diaries were sold on April 4th, 1828. Frank states that the diaries were sold at auction to Dr. 
J.E.S. Rosenbach, the Philadelphia bookseller. However, the Rosenbach who was a Philadelphia bookseller was A.S.W. 
Rosenbach, and the Folger Library’s catalogue record for the diaries states that the diaries were sold to Dr. J.A.S.N. 
Rosenbach of New York.  
 
66 Frank, “The John Ward Diaries,” 174. 
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Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 139r: “one” 

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 141v: “uery” 

Miniscule "reverse" e and "bucket" r forms are often reduced to a single stem with connectors to 
preceding and succeeding letters, rendering them quite similar in appearance. In some ways they 
more closely resemble a right-angle c than their respective letters.   
  
 

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 139v: “true” 

Two-stroke e top stroke rarely connects to the bottom stroke, giving the appearance of a stroke 
floating above the bottom stroke, which is connected to the preceding or succeeding letters. This 
may lead to confusion over whether a letter is a two-stroke e or another vowel with a tilde over it. 
  

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 142v: “pythagoras” 

Miniscule o and a forms often consist of a rounded form with connectors, leading them to appear 
interchangeable, and largely decipherable based on context. 
  

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 138v: “whether” 

Terminal “er” is often represented as a superscripted r that resembles a superscripted sigma e. 
  

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 140r: “itt” 

Terminal double t often appears as a thick, uncrossed stem connected at the base to the preceding 
letter. This thickness presumably is a result of two strokes up and down in close proximity to each 
other. 
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Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 138v: “from” 

Tilde expansions often appear over a vowel (a/e/i/o) to denote the place of a terminal n/m. 
  
  
Italic/transitional forms: 
  

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 138v: “hee” 

Miniscule h appears with an approach spur but without the "butcherhook" connector. 
  

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 138v: “joined” 

Ward uses a true miniscule j form in several instances. This is an indication that his hand is moving 
away from secretary practice of using i for both i/j. 

 

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 142v: “Schoolmen” 

Miniscule and majuscule s/S forms are rendered as italic/cursive forms, never in double-length 
secretary forms. Some s forms are very thin, and resemble a slightly slanted stem with a small base 
loop connector. 
  

 
Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 142r: “The” 

Majuscule T resembles an italic/cursive T with a top cross and a vertical stem with a small base loop 
connecting to the succeeding letter. 
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Ward Diaries, vol. 9, fol. 141v: “Court” 

Majuscule C is rendered as an overlarge letter, where the ascender loops up and sometimes over the 
succeeding letter, while the descender goes well below the line and often under one or two of the 
succeeding letters. Ward does not use the "hot cross bun" secretary form of C.   
 
Editorial Conventions 

Since Rev. John Ward touches on many subjects, his manuscript notebooks would be 
interesting for any researcher or student of the seventeenth century but particularly for those 
interested history, history of medicine, literature, history of printing and the book, and religion. It 
might also serve as a teaching tool for a paleography course. As such, we have decided on a semi-
diplomatic transcription to give students and researchers a soft introduction to John Ward’s style 
and writing. We attempted to preserve the layout of the individual diary entries to give a feel for the 
appearance of the folios.  
 

Transcription 
 ToC 

w/Footnotes 
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